
The Eucharistic Sacrifice of the Mass (Fr Denis Tameh) 

The greatest gift Christ gave the Church is the celebration of the Holy Mass in which the 

work of our redemption is accomplished, and we enter into communion with Christ who gives 

Himself as food for the journey. The Mass is the foretaste of heaven. The greatest celebration on 

the face of the earth. It is for that reason that we like the Israelites go up with shouts of joy to the 

house of the Lord (Ps 122). Whenever the Eucharistic sacrifice of the Mass is celebrated all of 

creation is present, God is present. 

What do we do at Mass? It is the greatest act of worship we offer to God. In the Mass, we 

offer praise and glory to his name. When the priest invites the congregation to offer their sacrifice 

and make it acceptable to God, the congregation responds with these words: ‘May the Lord accept 

the sacrifice at your hands for the praise and glory of his name, for our good and the good of all 

his Church.’ In this response is captured what we do at Mass. This is beautifully surmised in the 

words of the General Instruction of the Roman Missal (GIRM, 16):  ‘For in it (Mass) is found 

the highpoint both of the action by which God sanctifies the world in Christ and of the worship 

that the human race offers to the Father, adoring him through Christ, the Son of God, in the Holy 

Spirit.’ 

With this in mind, it becomes clear why participating in the Mass actively and prayerfully 

is of the greatest importance to any Catholic. The Mass ceases to be that boring ‘thing’ which we 

attend out of habit and becomes that living sacrifice of praise wherein we encounter the Lord in 

the different aspects of the celebration and delve deeper into a spiritual journey with him, 

culminating in our reception of him and the joy of announcing him to the world. To be able 

therefore to get the most out of Mass, it is important to understand the various parts, the various 

actions and gestures which accompany the Mass and the significance of these actions. 

The very architecture of the Church is an invitation to the Eucharist. Thus, when the 

Christian approaches the Church building, he or she should already sees the Eucharistic assembly 

present. Thus, the theology of Church architecture centers on the Holy Mass. The GIRM no. 1 once 

more notes: ‘As Christ the lord was about to celebrate with the disciples the paschal supper in 

which he instituted the Sacrifice of his Body and Blood, he commanded that a large, furnished 

upper room be prepared (Lk 22:12).’ Just as the upper room had to be prepared, so too is the 

Church, the setting of the Eucharistic banquet. This explains why in Christian architecture, the 

façade of the church, generally referred to as the West front of the church or the face that the 

church presents to the world, because it is the only part of the building many may see,  is to be 

constructed with a profound sense of beauty, goodness and truth so that those outside might be 

drawn through the gates (Porta coeli) to the beauty that lies within, which is the Mass. Thus, it 

acts as a vessel of meaning or a foreword to the Catholic Mass that takes place within; a prelude 

to the great truths that lie within. And the greatest treasure within the Church is the Holy Mass.  

The Structure, Elements and Meaning of the Various parts of the Mass. 

The Eucharistic sacrifice of the Mass is divided into two major parts, the Liturgy of the 

Word and the Liturgy of the Eucharist. And the two are so interconnected that they form but one 

single act of worship (Sacrosanctum Concilium, 56). In the Mass is spread both the table of God’s 

Word, and of his Body, and from it, the faithful are instructed and nourished. (GIRM, 28). In the 

Mass, there are four elements: The Introductory rite, the Liturgy of the Word, the Liturgy of the 

Eucharist and the Concluding rite. I shall proceed to examine these four elements. 

The Introductory Rite:  

These are the actions which precede the Liturgy of the Word. They consist of the Entrance 

procession, the Greeting, the Penitential act, the Kyrie, the Gloria and the Collect. They are called 



Introductory rite because they have the character of a beginning, an introduction and a preparation. 

Their purpose is to ensure that the faithful who come to Mass dispose themselves properly to listen 

to the Word and to receive the Eucharist worthily (GIRM,46). 

The Mass begins with an entrance procession which is a very ancient tradition of the 

Roman Rite. In the first few centuries of the Church this was referred to as the penitential 

procession and was used as a way to prepare the hearts of those who were participating at Mass. 

The physical act of moving from one place to another gave the chance to get away from the world 

and enter into something very solemn and moving (Philip Kosloski, Why Does Mass begin with 

a Procession). When the procession during Mass commences, it becomes a symbol of the 

pilgrimage procession to heaven. For pilgrimages as the Catechism teaches, evoke our earthly 

journey toward heaven (CCC,2691).  

We see this reflected in the architecture of the Church. The Narthex which is generally 

referred to as the threshold of God’s house, the transitional space from the outside world to the 

church’s interior, is theologically referred to as the Galilee. For it is here that the procession 

assembles and begins moving towards the altar, which is also referred to as the Jerusalem. Thus, 

the movement from the west front to the east front becomes a pilgrimage, like that of Christ from 

Galilee to Jerusalem. For everything in the Church is ordered towards the sanctuary where the 

Eucharist is celebrated. It is the Christian equivalent of the Holy of Holies in the Temple of 

Solomon, where in procession we go up with shouts of joy. Thus, the procession becomes a 

reminder of what we are about to celebrate, a movement from the profane to the sacred. The reason 

why the sanctuary is called the east end of the church is because of the theological orientation. 

This is so that the rising sun would shine on the altar and the faithful would face the rising sun 

while praying, ready to greet the glorious Christ who will put darkness to flight to inaugurate a 

new day, an expression of our eschatological hope. When the priest reaches the altar after the 

procession, he reverences the altar with a profound bow, then with a kiss and when appropriate 

with incense. This is so because the altar is the focal point of unity, reverence, prayer and worship. 

The entire church building is actually built for the altar. To it all things are tributary. That is why 

all sight lines in the building naturally leads to the altar. For it is there the saving mysteries are 

carried out. 

Thus, on this pilgrimage, the whole community is safe in the bosom of the church. That is 

the reason why where the congregation sits at Mass is referred to as the Nave, derived from the 

Latin, Navis, meaning ship. It represents the ark of salvation, like the ark of Noah. It is the place 

where the Christians are given sanctuary and are guided on pilgrimage to the father. Thus, is 

symbolic of the mother’s womb where the pilgrims are nourished by the Eucharistic bread. 

 After the priestly greetings, the priest calls upon the community to take part in a penitential 

act which includes the invocation of mercy from the Lord. After, the Glory, the priest then invites 

the congregation for the Collect, which is our way of acknowledging what God has done on our 

behalf. Then we ask for something in the present, for ourselves, the whole Church and the world. 

This prayer is usually addressed to God the Father, through Christ, in the Holy Spirit and concluded 

with a trinitarian ending: ‘We make our prayer our prayer through our Lord Jesus Christ your Son 

who lives and reign with you and the Holy Spirit, one God, forever and ever.’ 

 

 

 

 

 


